Using nearest neighbors for accurate estimation of ultrasonic attenuation in the spectral domain.
Attenuation is a key diagnostic parameter of tissue pathology change and thus may play a vital role in the quantitative discrimination of malignant and benign tumors in soft tissue. In this paper, two novel techniques are proposed for estimating the average ultrasonic attenuation in soft tissue using the spectral domain weighted nearest neighbor method. Because the attenuation coefficient of soft tissues can be considered to be a continuous function in a small neighborhood, we directly estimate an average value of it from the slope of the regression line fitted to the 1) modified average midband fit value and 2) the average center frequency shift along the depth. To calculate the average midband fit value, an average regression line computed from the exponentially weighted short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of the neighboring 1-D signal blocks, in the axial and lateral directions, is fitted over the usable bandwidth of the normalized power spectrum. The average center frequency downshift is computed from the maximization of a cost function defined from the normalized spectral cross-correlation (NSCC) of exponentially weighted nearest neighbors in both directions. Different from the large spatial signal-block-based spectral stability approach, a costfunction- based approach incorporating NSCC functions of neighboring 1-D signal blocks is introduced. This paves the way for using comparatively smaller spatial area along the lateral direction, a necessity for producing more realistic attenuation estimates for heterogeneous tissue. For accurate estimation of the attenuation coefficient, we also adopt a reference-phantombased diffraction-correction technique for both methods. The proposed attenuation estimation algorithm demonstrates better performance than other reported techniques in the tissue-mimicking phantom and the in vivo breast data analysis.